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NGV Italy

• Reflects the Italian chain of natural gas for transport gathering
companies active in: natural gas upstream and midstream
operations; engine design (car, truck, ship); OEM production;
natural gas network management; retail station owners; cryogenic
technologies; bio-methane production.

• Belogns to NGV Global and NGV Europe, thus connecting with
international know-how, technology expertise, and best practices
for the implementation of natural gas solutions in transport

• Fosters at a global level the Italian industrial excellence and
expertise for natural gas, LNG, bio-CNG/LNG fueled transport



CNG-LNG veichle evolution in Europe
 In Italy, the number of 

new CNG cars added to 
the national car fleet is 
flattening

 CNG cars are suffering 
from a low level of policy 
support and incentives

 CNG retrofit of gasoline 
and diesel cars would 
improve environmental 
benefits and allow people 
to change for a more 
sustainable fuel with low 
investment 



CNG-LNG station deployment in  
Europe

LNG-CNG distribution network 
In Italy

 1,315 CNG refueling stations

 81 LNG stations for trucks

 25 off-grid plants fueled by 
LNG 

 2 isolated grids supplied by 
LNG 



SSLNG: a driver for decarbonisation



Environmental benefits



SSLNG storage facilities development
Italy

Source: REF-E and ASSOCOSTIERI

LNG import terminals with SSLNG 
authorization process starting

LNG import terminals with SSLNG 
services at the evaluation stage

Coastal deposits or Regas. facilities with 
authorization process activated 

Storage facilities authorized 

Storage facilities with authorization 
process in progress

Initiatives for storage facilities without 
authorization process started 



Italy: direct LNG uses potential

Source: NGVA



First LNG refueling of a Cruise ship in the 
port of La Spezia (Italy) 



LNG fuelled vessels and ships



LNG and dual fuel trucks, and bio-methane
tractor



LNG for rails



Bio-methane: 
the game changer!

Italy, 2020, the first bioLNG refueling

EU biomethane potential 2050



Potential bio-methane uses in the UE 
by 2050



• Natural gas stakeholders have to join forces at the international and national levels
for calling on

I. technology neutrality in environmental policies
II. a life-cycle approach in CO2 emission evaluation;

• NGV Global, NGV Europe, and their constituencies have the technical and industrial
expertise needed to make CNG, LNG, and biomethane the main options for
transport decarbonization and pave the way to hydrogen development, starting
from hydromethane blending

• In the short term, we have to collectively push the support to CNG retrofit for light-
duty vehicles to make it competitive with other incentivized solutions

Conclusions


